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A STUDY OF THE "STATIC" PHASE OF GUTMEOUS STIMULATION
AID ITS EFFECTS OR THE REACTION TIME TO TOUGH

T H O M S Go STICHT

ABSTRACT

It, has been suggested that the stable phase of contact in
cutaneous stimulation does not stimulate (Kenshalo and Hafes 1962)c
In testing this notion^ in the present study5, touch reaction times
(RTs) were obtained while the duration of the static contact phase
was varied from 50s 60* 120 to 240 mseco

In additions an onset

followed by a static duration which persisted until subjects (Ss)
reacted was used (called the unlimited onset)o
To determine whether or not summation of the onset and
offset effects occurs and perhaps conceals static duration con"
tributions to RTs when brief durations are used, the usual sequence
of stimulation was reversed»

Thus the stimulator was placed on

the skin and the phases were presented in the following orders
offset9 then no stimulus on the s M h # and finally/ onset o

It was

reasoned that this arrangement would perhaps elucidate any summa
tion effects since this sequence would have both dynamic phases9
the offset and onset9 but no static contact phaseo

Thus 9 while

summation of the dynamic phases was possible, there could be no
effects due to the static phase0

An umlimited offset was also

presentedo

vii .

'

Ho differences in Bfs were obtained with the different
static contact durations in the usual onsets static phases offset
sequence*

Unlimited onsets produced faster BTs than unlimited

offsets 0
The reactions to the reversed sequence were observed to
be bimodalo

At timess as the interval separating the offset from

the subsequent onset was reduced to JO msec os summation appeared
to occur and ITs decreased0 At other times Ss reacted only to
the onsetj and BTs increased as the duration of the interval
between the offset and onset was decreasedo

These results5, and

these discussed above@ are interpreted in terms of the %uantita=
tive Theory of Peeling as proposed by Kenshalo and Mafe (1962)o

BISI0RI

Boring (1942) reports that in the last decade of the 19th
eehtnrys Blix9 doldschefders, and l©nalds©n8 imrking independently^
discovered that different spots on the skin's surface produced
different sensations when touched lightly<> Some spots produced
sensations of cold when touched^ others produced sensations of
pressure-, others of heats ete 0

The explanation for these phenom

ena was that there are different kinds of nerve receptors in the
cutaneous layers which, when stimulated* produce different sensationso

A host of studies have attempted to assign the various

types of receptors found in the skim to the different sensations0
To date these attempts have not been too successful* and in fact*
there is evidence to suggest that the nerve receptors in the skin
do not respond with any one particular sensation when stimulated
(Weddell and Miller* 1962)o
A part of the problem in explaining the cutaneous sensa
tions lies in not being able to define, the stimulus for the
different sensations<>' It is this aspect of the problem with which
we shall be concerned in this papero

Specifically* we shall be

concerned with the problem of the adequate stimulus for touch and/
or pressure*,

Because the dividing line between these two sensa

tions is somewhat arbitrary and always a matter of introspective
judgment* we shall consider them as a single sensation for our

■■■= ^

'■

: .

■

■ ■
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punctate stimuli presented with small amplitudes of deforaation0
According to Boring (19429 pp0 487-490)p the earliest
theory of the adequate stimulus for pressure was the commonsense theory that pressure sensations resulted from pressure
applied to the sMn<>

.H©wewr9 in I859p Meissner concluded that

the true stimulus for pressure sensations was not the pressure
applied to the skin, but ratherg the deformation gradient formed
on the skin by the applied pressureo

He observed that if one

inserts his finger into a container of mercury8 pressure is felt
only at the point where the finger emerges from the liquid0

Thus

he concluded that it was the deformation of the skin which was the
adequate stimulus for pressureo
a pressure gradient®
sls

The skin deformation demonstrates

Therefores Meissner*s theory is referred to

the gradient Theory®
Ton Frey and Kiesow extended the Gradient Theory in their

classic Tension Theory (Bering$ 1942* p® 487)o

Using, among other

things, the well-known von Frey hairs, they observed thats (1) the
threshold for pressure varied inversely with the rate of applica
tion at which force was applied, and (2) the threshold was
constant for stimuli of different area if expressed in grams per
millimetero

Based on this second observation, plus several others,

they concluded that the adequate stimulus for pressure #00o is not
measured by the total force ( g m ® ), nor by the hydrostatic pres
sure (gfm0 per sq0 BBo), but by the, tension (grm» per mmo)11
(Boring, 1942, pQ 489)«

It should be noted that von Frey and

Kiesow ignored the rate of application of the force in formu”

,

l&ting their theory»
The Tension Theory proposed by von Frey and Kiesow has
long been the standard textbook description of the adequate
stlBmlus for touch and pressure<, however, following the theoryg
one has some difficulties in explaining adaptation and aftersensation phenomena o

By adaptation is meant the cessation of

sensation which ensues whenever a light stimulus rests constantly
on the skins

The theorists mentioned above attributed these

findings to receptor “fatigue8.* After-sensations refer to. the
tactual sensations which occur when stimuli are removed from the .
skim*

hone of the theories discussed above adequately account

for adaptation or after-sensation phenomena*
Hafe and Wagoner (194lasb) published data which indicated
that adaptation to a pressure stimulus occurs as a function of
the rate of movement of the stimulus into the skino

They record

ed the. movements of stimulus objects of different weights and
areas into the skin and observed that the weights moved into the
skim at a negatively accelerating rate until, when the rate of
movement reached a certain minimum (d«g,e,.©e0l4l am, per .see* with
an 8*75 grm* weight having a 5*985
sensation was reported*

diameter), cessation of

Their findings indicated that sensation

was independent of the area of the stimulus and the deformation
gradient produced in the skin by the falling weight*

Bate of

movement was the only consistent stimulus factor related to the
adaptation of the sensation ©f pressure*

They also observed that

'removal of tks stimulus was accompanied by a recovery movement of
the skin which resulted in sensations ©f temsh or pressure until
the rate of movement9 which was also negatively accelerated®
reached a minimum® at which time the sensations were no longer
reportedo
The latter observation may be referred to as the adapta=
tion of an after-sensation® since it refers to tactual sensations
resulting from the removal of a stimulus from the skin0 Mafe and
Wagoner attfibuted the after-sensation phenomena to the recovery
movement of the skin and observed that the time necessary for the
skin to recover its original contour® following the removal of a
weights was much longer than the time to adaptation following the
application of a weight»

Still® the rate of movement of the

tissues at the time of adaptation of the after-sensation was
essentially the same as that for adaptation to the application of
the stimuluso

A further observation reported by Safe and Wagoner (1941a)
was that with successive applications of the stimulus into the skin
the extent of the fall of the stimulus into the skin increased as
a function of the time interval between applications o They
suggested that the tissues required a certain amount of time in
which to regain their original state following the removal of a
stimuluso

This was indicated also by the fact® mentioned above®

that a considerable length of time was required for the skin to
recover its original contour following the removal of a stimulus
(Oogo® with a weight of

.gt®» having a 4 mm® diameter® the

recovery time was reported to be as long as 4=6 minutes)0
In view of the fact that the time required for the skin to
recover is s© longs compared to the time necessary for adaptation
following the application of a stimulus onto the skin* one might
suspect that the adaptation time of an after-sensation would
differ from that for a sensation produced by the application of a
stimulus onto the skin#

However» Sigler (1922) measured the adapta

tion time for pressure sensations produced by the application as
well as the removal of stimuli of various weights and concluded
that Booo the adaptation time following the removal of a stimulus
from the skin is roughly of the same magnitude as that for adapta
tion to the continued application of the stimulus o

This probably

means that stimulatory and post-stimulatory adaptation represent
essentially reciprocal changes in the receptor ( S i g l e r * 1952) o
Although Hafe and Wagoner did not measure adaptation time
following the removal of a stimulus* they states BIf stimulation
is produced by releasing a pressure from the tissues instead of
by applying it* the same result* 'i«ei a movement of the tissue*
is obtained due to the elasticity of the tissues and the effect
for sensation is the same,* (Hafe and Wagoner* 1941b),

One con

clusion that can be drawn from the foregoing discussion is that*
though the stimulus conditions involved in the application of a
stimulus onto the skin may be quite different from those involved
when stimulation is produced by removing the stimulus from the
skin* the result for sensation may be the same (at least as in
dicated by adaptation time).

We return to this problem below.

Pg’seeeding with the problem of the adequate stimulus fer
touch9 Kensbalo and Hafe (1958) pursued the hypothesis that movement of the stimulus above some minimal rate was the adequate
stimulus for touch 0 They obtained recordings of neural impulses
from the lingual branch of the 7th cranial nerve of the rat when
a weight was lowered onto the rat's tongueo

The recordings showed

the presence of impulses while the stimulus movement, into the
tongue was above a given rate*

When the critical minimum rate of

movement was reached$, the impulses ceased, even though the stimulus
weight still rested on the tongue»

To demonstrate that the cessa

tion of impulses was not due to receptor ^fatigue", an additional
weight was added to the one resting on the tongue, causing the
combined weights to sink further into the tongue * Serve iiBpulses
were obtained when the second weight was added.

The removal of

the stimulus, which presumably could not have involved any new
receptors, also produced impulses, suggesting the presence of aftersensations o

These, findings were taken to indicate that adaptation

was. not due to receptor ^fatigue8, but rather to stimulus failure*
The outcome of the work by Hafe and his various co-workers
has been the formulation of what he calls a Quantitative Theory of
Feeling (Kenshal© and Hafe, 1962)0

This theory, which Hafe had

begun to formulate in the 1920's, states, among other things, that
touch or pressure sensations are the result of movements or dis
tortions of the tissues of the skin above certain minimal rates*
This means that it is not pressure, tension, nor deformation of the
skin per se which are the important factors for stimulation of

sensations of touch, or pressurej, but rather* a rate of movement of
the skin tissues above seme given minimum»
If the Quantitative Theory is correct* and rate of move-™
ment is the adequate stimulus for touch sensations* then in any
brief* unitary sequence of stimulation* there are two dynamic
phases which could produce stimulations

the onset phase* wherein

the stimulus is applied, to the skin? and the offset phase* ioSo*
the removal of the stimulus from the skin (which is followed by a
recovery movement of the skin toward its original contour)o

A

third phase* the phase between the onset and offset in which the
stimulus has reached its peak excursion and remains constant on the
skin* would not produce stimulation because there is no movement
during this phase (called the static phase)»
The best evidence in support of the foregoing statements
comes from Fessard (1929) who demonstrated that pressure thresholds
were lowered when stimuli having an abrupt onset were compared with
those having a gradual onset=

He used an oscillograph mirror for

the stimulus and photographed the deflection of the mirror which
resulted from the contact with the skin* thus obtaining a record
ing of the damping effect which the inertia of the skin produced
in the actual excursion of the stimulus onto the skin0

By compar

ing the deflection of the stimulus mirror with that of a second,
mirror* mounted on the oscillograph* he could compute the force
required to produce the stimulus deflection and thus obtain the
pressure of the stimulus on the skin0 He found that* eogo* with a
rate of onset of lo2 grmo/seco* a threshold value of 2»2 grm0 was

ebt&inedg while an onset rate ©£ 6 02p grao/seco produced a threshold
?alue of @<,5 g^ZBo

To determine the contribution of the static

phase of stimulation to the touch thresholds Fessard held the on
set rate constant and varied the duration of the static phase
between 1-10 msec*

Ho differences in thresholds were obtainedo

Thus Fessard concluded that the effective component of skin stim
ulation is the dynamic phase during which the stimulus is applied
to (or removed from) the skin?

the static phase contributes no^

thing to the lowering of thresholds which was observed with
increasing rates of application of the stimulus &

Further evidence suggesting that the static phase of stim
ulation does not contribute to the sensation of t#uch comes from
hele eh al© (1954)o They examined the relationship of the duration
of stimulation and reaction time (BT)o

lith durations of punctate

stimuli lasting from 150 to 27© mseco, they found no correlation
between RT and stimulus duration©
Both of the foregoing studies indicate that the static
phase of cutaneous stimulation does not stimulateo

Fessard1s

(I9R9) findings regarding the constancy of thresholds while the
duration of the static phase was reduced certainly seems to
support the latter statement o However5, as Hafe et alo (1959$ ‘
194la5)b) have demonstrated, the offset of a stimulus from the skin
results in neural impulses and sensations Of touch and/or pressure©
It is possible^ thens that the impulses from both the onset and
offset of the stimulus could combine, temporally^ if the static
duration were very brief, and perhaps produce an intensity of

'
"
'
: ' . ■ 9
stiaulation to which the contribution of the static phase would be
rendered negligibleo

(For a detailed account of the physiological

concept of the temporal summation of afferent impulses see
Brazier9 l960)o

There is the possibility of this type of con

founding in Fessard1s (19B9) studyo
Since hole et alo (19^4) did not investigate the relation^
ship between ET and static duration with durations below 1$0 msec o9
there is the possibility that with brief durations one might find
that the static component of tactual stimulation is important to
the IT to toucho

If s©9 then this would pose a problem for the

Quantitative Theory? but if not, then further evidence would be
available to establish the validity of the theory»
The purpose of the present study is to examine the effects
of static durations below 150 msec* on the reaction time to touch,
while at the same time- making it possible to separate the possible
summation effects of the onset and offset phases, when these are
separated by very brief static durations, which might occur and
conceal any contribution of the static phase to ET (for our pur
poses, reaction time refers to the time elapsing between the onset
of a stimulus and the subsequent completion of a response agreed
upon by the experimenter and a subject)o
In attempting to solve the problem of how t© distinguish
any summation effects from possible static duration effects, it
©ccured that perhaps the traditional sequence of stimulation, con
sisting of an onset, followed by a static phase, and culminated by
the offset of the stimulus, could be reversed, such that, instead

©f aii onsetsstatie phase s©ffset sequence of eventss we comlfi begin
with the stimulus resting quiescent upon the skins and then
present an offset 8stimulms net on the skin8onset seqnenee of
stimnlatioBo

Given certain assumptions3 such a reversed sequence

could->e considered as equivalent to the customary sequence =•
except that in the latter sequence there is a static phase# wherein
the stimulus stays constant on the skin# and in the former sequence
this static phase is replaced by an interval during which the stim~
ulus is met on the skin#

Thus the reversed sequence would have

both dynamic phases, the offset and onset# making summation
possible#.but no phase of static contact# insuring no influence on
BTs by this phase in this sequence»

On the ether hand# hh© tradi

tional sequence would have both dynamic phases plus the static
contact phase*'

Therefore# if differential ITs are obtained with

the two sequences# it may be possible to determine what effects#
if any# are due to the static phase# since it is the phase found
in one•sequence# but missing from the other# the reversed sequenceG
In order to equate the two sequences# it is necessary to
assume the validity of the Quantitative Theory as proposed by
Kenshal© and Hafe

It will be recalled that they have

stated the adequate stimulus for touch and/or pressure to be move
ment of the skin tissues above some minimum rateo
no movement =■ no stimulation©

In other words#

From this it seems to follow that

a Stimulus resting# unmoviag# on the skin# eentributes the.same
thing to the touch sensation as does no stimulus on the .skin# which
is# in a word# nothing©

Therefore# whether one begins the sequence

•

■

11

with the stimulus peised abeves, and off the skin a or with the
stimulus resting quiescent, and ©n the skim, shsuld make no differeneei izi terms of stimulation and sensation, the two situations are
equivalent a .

'

A second assumption that must be made is that the removal
of the stimulus, the offset, produces a sensation of touch which
is equivalent to that produced by-the onset of the stimulus0 As
has been indicated above (page 5, this report) the available
literature is not clear ©a this point o

Thus we find that although

the recovery movement of the skin may be longer than the time to
adaptation following the onset of a stimulus (Eafe and Wagoner,
1941a), the adaptation time for offsets and onsets may be the same
(ligler, 1952).a With respect to reaction time, the dependent var
iable used in the present study, Woodrow (1915) measured.BTs in
stigated by the “beginning" and "cessation" of a mechanical
cutaneous stimulus and reported no differences between the two*
It seems than, that even though the stimulus (i<>eo, the recovery
movement of the skin) may be different for onsets and offsets, the
result for sensation may be the same, as indicated by adaptation
and reaction time measurement«
With the foregoing assumptions in mind, the following
experiment was conducted to determine what role, if any, the static
duration pf cutaneous stimulation plays in governing the reaction
time to mechanical touch stimuli»

cliaiaeter9 was soldered Q
The top o f .the plunger of the solenoid, consisted of a cir=
cular steel capo

A springs plaoed between the sap and the body

of the solenoids maintained the normal elosing excursion of
0o$>Q em»

Mounted on the front plate of the metal boxs directly

above the plunger caps an adjustable screw-stop permitted the var<=
iation of the plunger excursion frosii 0 to Oo^G cmo

Foam rubbers

inserted between the plunger cap and the body of the solenoids was
used to dampen the noise produced when the solenoid was activated»
Using the adjustable screw=>stop8 the excursion of the plunger was
reduced from G

em0 to 0o2© mmo

At this amplitude of excursions

noise produced by the activation of the solenoid was reduced to a
weak #thmdl,o When the S was in the response booth (to be described
below) and the blower was ©Bs this 11thud® was not audible<,
The front plate of the metal boxg on which the solenoid
wad bolted, had flanges at the top and bottom, and was attached as
the front of the box by passing two rods mounted inside the box
through the flanges»

One of the rods was spring-loaded to force

the front plate, which was movable vertically on the rods, to rest
on a protruding edge at the bottom of the box0

Vertical adjust

ment of the front plate was controlled by a micrometer mounted on
the Inside of the box in such a position that the movable arm
ature of the micrometer rested on the underside of the bottom of
the front plateo

Adjustments of the micrometer raised or lowered

the front plate, and thus raised or lowered the stimulus attached

METHOB' ■

Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of three maim parts s the timing
devices for controlling stimmlus foreperiods9 durations., and for
recording reaction times$ the tactual stimulatorj and the mechan
ism permitting the subject (S) to indicate a responseo
Timing devices

;

'

.

The stimulus foreperiods and durations were controlled
by two Hunter Decade Interval timers, series Ds models 111-0:and
100-0.respectivelyo

Reaction times were recorded by,means of a

Hewlett - Packard model $22B;electronic counter, in a manner to
be described belowo
Tactual stimulator
The' stimulator apparatus consisted of three main compon
ents s the tactual stimulator proper, ,the power supply, and the
stabilization apparatus0
The stimulator consisted of a 247BC Gannon solenoid, man
ufactured by the Philco Corporation, which was mounted vertically,
perpendicular to the front side of a small metal box®

The bottom

of the solenoid protruded 0*50 cm® from the bottom edge of the box
and a spring-loaded armature in the solenoid protruded 7*5© anio
from the bottom of the solenoido

A screw-hole drilled through the

width of the plunger permitted the mounting of a stimulus head, into
which the stimulus device, a 1 cm® stainless steel red of 0ol2$ mm®

12 .

' ’

•fe© it by messas ©t the selenoid 0

The micremeter peraitted yertie~

al adjustments of the stimulus ia 0o012 mmo steps through a total
exearsiea of ^ aa<,
Mounted on the rear of the metal box was an adjustable
ringstaad elampo

This elamp peraitted gross vertical adjustments

of the entire stimulator along a 60 cmo high steel rod which was
screwed into a steel baseo

The base was in turn bolted to the top

of a small table mounted on rubber ooastersg which permitted full
mobility of the table, stand, and stimulator within the experi=
mental roomo

•»

in electrical socket was bolted into the top of the

metal box and the leads from the terminals of this socket were con
nected to the leads coming from the solenoido
Power for the solenoid was obtained from a model
Transpaeo

The Transpae had an output of $©V=^Omao

leads from the

output terminals of the Transpac were connected to a single-pole,
two-position rotary switch*

With the switch in one position (call

ed the on-off position) the Transpao was in series with the
mormaliy open relay terminals of the Hunter model 100-0 timer»
This timer was equipped with wires attached to a plug which could
be inserted into the socket mounted on the stimulator, thus putting
the solenoid in series with the Transpae and the timero

With the

single-pole switch in the. on-off position described above, activa
tion of the timer closed the normally ©pen relays for a pre-set
duration which in turn activated the solenoid for a given deration*
With the rotary switch in its second position (called the off-on

positlem) the Transpac was la series with the normally closed
relays of the timer©

fhis getting caused the solenoid to be

activated until the timer was activateda at which time the solenoid
was turned off and then turned bn at. the end of the duration set
on the timer©
The stabilization apparatus consisted of two partss a fix-=
ation apparatus to insure- that the area being stimulated remained
the same throughout the experimental sessionsp and a booth in which
Ss were seated to prevent visual or auditory cues or distractions©
The fixation apparatus consisted of a padded am-rest
clamped to the top of a sturdyg light-weight stainless steel table
mounted on rubber coasters©

At one end of the arm-restg a piece

of sheet-metal aluminum was bolted perpendicular to the armerest©
The aluminum sheet had. three finger-holes through.which S inserted
the palmar aspect of the"first, second, and third fingers of the
right hand to hold his hand flat©

The hole for the second finger

(middle-finger) had a plastic cube mounted behind it with a
45118X15 mm© cylindrical hole drilled into it,, into which S slid
his middle finger©

The cube had a round hole, $ sm© in diameter

and G ©50 mm© thick, placed in the mid-line of the top of the cube,
28 mm© from the end into which S placed his finger©

When S in

serted his finger into the cube, a small area of skin protruded
through the 5 am© hole in the top of the cube, and remained there
in a stable condition during the rather abrupt movements of S ’s
right arm which tended to occur whenever S. reacted with a rather
gross movement of his left arm©

16
The mobile steel table, ©a which the fixation apparatus
was menntedg could be clamped rigidly to the front of a 6$"%g6"
booth equipped with an airblower for ventHation«

The blower

also served as a masking noise for the operation of the timers and
the stimulator located outside the bootho
on which S rested his left ara«

The booth had a shelf

S*s: right a m extended through

the ©pen front of the booth and rested on the fixation apparatus
with the hand in position for stimulation*

An opaque curtain was

lowered over the open front of the booth during tests to eliminate
visual observation by So
Response mechanism
S8s response key consisted of a miere=switeh (LI©) mounted
on the shelf in the booth*

A spring-loaded lever permitted a 5 mm©

excursion to close or open the micro-switch circuit *

To execute a

response, S held the lever down until he received the stimulus, at
which time he released the lever as quickly as possible0

Subjects were five males enrolled in graduate work in
psychologyo

All Ss were well practiced in reacting under condi

tions similar to those of the present study?

In addition, all Ss

received one practice session prior to the experimental sessions
of the present study©

.1?
Proeedtire

S was seated in the laeoth and extended M s right apa.
through the open front of the booth and inserted his fingers into
the fixation apparatus0
center of the $

m

The stimulator was positioned over the

&o hole in the plastic cube®

Then the solenoid

was turned on and left on so that the stimulus was at the peak of
its downward excursion0 Using a 2$3E microscope,, the experimenter
(E) adjusted the micrometer such that the stimulus tip rested light"
ly on the surface of a ridge on 8 8s finger0 Then the stimulus was
lowered G»l$ w #

onto S®s skin and the solenoid was then turned

offa thus withdrawing the stimulus tip from S‘s finger9 in position
for stimulation.
Two different sequences of stimulation were, used (Fig« I),
In one sequence the stimulator was placed over S*s finger and when
the Hunter model M N M ? timer was activated, the solenoid was activ«
ated9 which thrust the stimulus onto S 8s finger and pulled it off
. at the end of the interval set on the timer, at which time the
solenoid was deactivatedo

This sequence was called the on=©ff

sequence, ioSo,; the stimulus went onto 8's skin, rested there for
a certain interval, and then came off©

The period during which

the stimulus rested on S"s finger was called the static duration©
In addition to the on-off sequence, an off-on sequence
was used©

In the off-on sequence, the solenoid was turned on

at the two-position switch described above©
stimulus onto 5 0s skin where it rested©

This thrust the

When the timer was
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Fig. 1.
Schematic representation of the
stimulus conditions used in the present study,
(see text).

activated duriag the ;e£f«e& s©fmenees the solenoid was deactivated
for a durationg which caused the stimulus to be pulled off S,s
skiBo

Ihen the duration was overg the solenoid was reactivated^

thus thrusting the stimulus back onto S $s skin where i t .restedc

In

the off«”@n sequence then9 the stimulus came off the skin9 stayed
off for a certain interval (called the static duration) and then
returned‘©at©.S® s. skiBo

•
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. Five static durations 8 $0g 60, 120, 24© msec & and an unlim
ited duration were used throughout the experiments

the Unlimited

duration was, in the ease of the on-off sequence, a stimulation
wherein the stimulus went onto S 8s .skin.and stayed there until S
respondedo

In the off-on sequence, the unlimited duration was a

strict offset of the stimulus, io©,, the stimulus was removed from
S ’s skin and kept off until S responded (or until 2 secs 0 had pass
ed, and S had not responded)0
Calibration of the duration of the static phase of the
stimulation sequences was accomplished with photographs of ascilloscopic tracings taken during each sequence of stimulation0 The
movements of the stimulus were recorded by placing the stimulus
head in front of a B2m selenium photocell in such a manner that
the stimulus head east a 1 mm© shadow across the top edge of the
photocell©

The photocell, in am otherwise darkened room, was

, illuminated by a n©o 222, 254=2 02j?F tung-sel lamp, placed 7 cm©
from the photocell, with the stimulus head in between, approxi
mately 0o5© cm© in front of the photocell©

The tung-sol lamp was

powered by a 1§- volt battery which was connected only during the

actual photographing of the stimulus m o v e m e n t s a period of about
50 seeSo per photographs

The photocell was connected to a Model

P5 Grass A 0G 0 pre=amplifierB the output of which was channeled
into a Tektronix Type 555 oscilloscopeo

Movements of the stimulus

caused a change in the output of the photocell which was indicated
by a downward deflection of the oscilloscope trace during the onoff. sequence, and an upward deflection during the off-on sequence
of stimulus presentationo
The duration of the stimulus movement was calculated from
the photographs of the oscilloscope tracings by measuring the dis
tance between the initial deflection of the oscilloscope sweep,
and its subsequent return to the baselineo

For the 50 and 60 mseco

durations, the oscilloscope sweep speed was set at 20 mseco per
cmo

For the remaining durations, the sweep speed was set at 50

msec 0 per cmo

The measurements revealed a possible error of plus

or minus $ mseco between the static durations used in the on-off
sequence compared with those used in the off-on sequence of stim
ulation «
A deformation amplitude of 0&15 m m 0 was used throughout
the studyo

Galibration of the amplitude of the excursion of the

stimulus was accomplished by means of a 25X binocular mioreseope
and the stimulator micrometero

The stimulator was activated and

the stimulus tip was placed, with the aid of the microscope, so
that it just rested on the top of the plastic cube described abovea
Then the stimulator was turned off and, by means of the micrometer,
the stimulus was lowered until it rested on the eube 0 A reading

©£ the micrometer indieaied the total excursion of the stimulus to
be approximately 0 o20 maio

Observations of the stimulus under the

eoaditions of the ozi«=©ff sequence revealed a high degree of eon-.
sisteney in that® with each onset a faint click could be heard
when the stimulus tip lightly touched the cube o

Ad justments of the

micrometer of approximately 0*012 mm* were sufficient to prevent
the stimulus from producing the click*

In applying the stimulus

to S 8s skin, the stimulator was first activated$ which forced the
stimulus to the peak of its 0*20 downward excursion*

With the micro

scope and micrometer^ the stimulus was lowered 0*15 mm* onto S 8s
skin3 which produced the 0*15 mm* amplitude of deformation mention
ed above*

Deactivation of the stimulator withdrew the stimulus

point to a position 0*05 mm* above the skins, where it remained in
preparation for the presentation of the stimulation sequences*
Measurements taken from the photographs of the oscilloscope
tracings of. the amplitude of stimulus movement for each duration
in the on-off sequence revealed an error of plus or minus &fa
(0*012 mm*) at the point of highest deflection*

This coincides

with the accuracy of measurement produced by the micrometer and
microscope*

The amplitude of the stimulus movement during the off-

on sequence was sufficient to remove the stimulus from the skins
which was the only concern in this sequence of stimulation*
It was impossible to rid the stimulator of all vibration,
and the vibrations which ©ecured had a peak amplitude of 0*008 mm*
with a frequency of <40 eps» which decayed in approximately 500
msec* in an undamped system*

However9 during actual stimulation.

this vibration was rendered negligible as a stiamltis factor by the
immediate damping provided by S5s skin at the onset of the
stimuluso

1
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the rate of application of the onset of the stimulus$, eom=
puted from the oscilloscope tracingss was approximately 15 mmo/seco
The rate of the offset was somewhat faster at about 18 a®©/seeo
In both sequeneesg the stimulation was preceded by a vari<=
able foreperiod of either 2 ©Oj 2 ©5a 2 ©7s S©0 or 5©5 seconds©

The

foreperiods were paired with the durations in a 5 X 5 block by rantdomly numbering the 25 squares within the block from 1 to 25©
This was aceomplished by entering a table of random numbers at an,- arbitrary point and using the first two digits in the Column where
entrance was made to designate the duration and foreperiod to be
paired within the 5 X. 5 block©

Thusa in a 5 X. 5 blocks 25 pairs

of foreperiods and durations were obtained©

Pour such blocks were

obtained©
The twenty-five randomly labeled squares in two of the
blocks were listeds in sequences to form 50 paired foreperiods and
durations used in the on-off sequence ©

The same procedure was

performed with the remaining two blocks to form a list of 50.pair
ed foreperiods and durations used in the off-on sequence©

presenta

tion of the stimuli was counterbalanced over the four experimental
sessions by starting at the top of the on-off listing on two daysg
and at the bottom of the listings on the remaining two days©

Thus

iti^iragAassumed that Ss would net learn any sequence of durations
and. foreperiods and anticipate stimulation©

In both seqta.enees9 Ss were instraeted te respond as rapidly
as possible whenever they felt anything at all resembling the sti®=
ulttSo

To obtain a reaction time, S set the two-=position switch in

either the on-off ©f the off—on p©sitiong set the two time intervalsg the foreperiod and durations on the timers, and then tapped
the booth so as to signal S that all was readyo

S then held the

response key down and 9 at an instant of his own choosings initiat
ed the foreperiod by depressing a foot-switch which closed the
circuit of the Hunter model 111=0.. timer o At the end of the foreperi odg the 111-% timer closed the circuits of the 100=6: timer and
the electronic counter simultane©uslyg,wherin the solenoid was ac
tivated (or deactivated) for a pre-set duration by the 106-%.
timer9 and when S felt the stimuluss he released the response key
which opened the counter circuit 0 E then recorded the fit from the
counters reset, the instrument dials and thus proceeded from trial
to trial through the session*': During each sessionp which lasted
about JO minutesg 100 Bis were reeordeds l6 for each duration in
each sequence*

There were four sessions and thus 46 RTs were ob

tained for each duration in each sequencep

Each presentation of

the stimulus was observed by E. through the 25Z microscope*

During three preliminary studiesg it became increasingly
obvious that9 in the off-on sequenee8 Ss sometimes responded only
when the stimulus returned onto the skin*

This was especially

obvious when there was a 240 msec* static duration separating the
offset from the subsequent onset 0

In this ease, RTs were observed

•

.

to sometimes deviate from the usual mode of RTs for this static
durations and to be around 240 msec© longer than the modal RTs 0
fhese observations strongly suggested bimedal responding©
In none of these preliminary studies was an unlimited
offset condition presented* and a large part of the reasons for
deciding to include this condition in the present study was the
belief that the data obtained thereby would provide a procedure
for dividing the ©ff=on RTs into two partsj one part containing
primarily those RTs resulting from a reaction solely to the onset
in this sequence* and the other part containing RTs to be used as
more adequately representing the off-on sequence of stimulation*
being RTs either to the offset only* or a combination of the
offset-onset phases when decreasing static durations were used©
Since the procedure finally adopted for dichotomizing the
results of the off-on sequence was purely ad hoc* its description
is reserved for. the presentation of the results* below©
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The results of the off-=on sequence ©f stijnnlation cenforaed
with the expectation of two essentially different modes of reaction0
Sometimes Ss reacted with the offset of the stimulusP and sometimes
they reacted only to the subsequent onset of the stimulus o This
was evident under the oonditions of the unlimited offset and the
240 mseco static duration^

la the former donditions the stimulus

was removed from the skin and remained off until Ss reactedo
was observed that Ss sometimes failed to react =

It

Thus, it was appar

ent that there were instances in which Ss missed the offset phase
of stimulation since this was the only phase presented under the
conditions of the unlimited off set <> These failures were recorded
as misseso
Bader the conditions of the 24© mseCo static duration* in
the off-on sequence, the stimulus was removed from the skin, left
off for 240 msec0a.and then replaced on the skin0

Under these con

ditions, there were two indications of bimodal reactions 0 First,
each presentation of the stimulus was observed with, the 25X mi
croscope, and the two dynamic phases, the offset and the subsequent
onset, were distinguishable because they were separated by an in
terval of 24© msec*

With the use of the microscope, it was observed

that although Ss sometimes failed to react at all, more frequently
they reacted t© the offset phase, and at other times, they missed
the offset Of the stimulus and reacted only to its Subsequent onset*
. .. "'.25; -

.
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In. addition to the direct observation of two modes of re=
aetifflgs the distribution of the RT's obtained with the 2-40 mseeo
static duration suggested two modeso

In the ©ff=on sequence, the

electronic counter started with, the offset

of the stimulusand was

stopped by S*s reaction 0 fhus, whenever Smissed the offset and
reacted only to the subsequent onset, there were 24© msec o added to
M s BT, this being the interval separating the offset from the
subsequent onseto

For example, if S was reacting with 257 mseCc

to the offset of the stimulus, and then missed the offset and red
acted to the onset, his R! would be 257 msec o-t 24© msec« = 497
mseco

Long Bis like the one just described were, in fact, obtained

under the conditions of the 24© mseco static duration in the off=©n
sequeaeeb

These Bis are in conformity with what was noted by E 1s

visual observation of the responsesq
Although bimodal reactions were obvious with the unlimited
offset and the 24© msec« static duration, it became increasingly
difficult to distinguish the two modes as the static duration
separating the offset from the subsequent onset was decreased<>
This was true hot only for E 8s direct observation, but also for
the recorded Bisb

In the latter ease, the distributions tended to

become more continuous as the duration of the static phase fell
within the range of the normal deviation of Bis to both the offset
and the onset phaseso

With only 5© msec o separating the offset

from the onset phase, there was no clean break between offset and
onset Bis o

let, with this very brief static duration, a majority

of fast Bis were interspersed with unusually long Bis, and the

‘

number of misses increasedo
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This suggested that bimodal reacting

still occurred and that Ss were at times reacting to the onset of
the stimulus rather than the offseto

Furthermore* the increased

misses coupled with the unusually long ETs for this condition sug
gested the possibility that the skin was not recovering fully prior
to the onset of the stimulus* and thus the onset was less vigorous
than with the longer durations* wherein the skin had more time to
recover prior to the stimulus onseto
Since the results of the off-on sequence were confounded
by two different modes of reaction* any single measure* such as
the mean ST'lfor each condition would be meaningless o,- Furthermore*
it would conceal the bimodal distribution of response times®
Therefore* it was decided to dichotomize, the RTs obtained with this
sequence into two categoriess

(1)

RTs instigated by the offset

of the stimulus with the unlimited offset condition* and RTs in
stigated solely by the offset* or a possible combination of the
offset and onset effects whenever the static duration was limited
by a subsequent onset0 This category of RTs was designated as the
corrected off-on ETSj•corrected* meaning that misses* or reac
tions, assumed to be instigated primarily by the onset, phase* were
excluded from the distributions of RTs comprising this category®
£S)

RTs assumed to be initiated primarily by the onset phase in

the original (uncorrected) off-on sequence of stimulation®

These

RTs were designated as RTs to the Qnset-Following-te-Offset (ab
breviated ass

GFAO)®

The diehotomi#tion procedure was as follows s

The forty

BTs obtained for each Sg under eaeh of the five conditions of the
off-on sequence, and for all four experimental sessions, were ar
ranged in order of magnitude in columns having slower RTs at the
top, and faster ftfs at the bottom of eaeh eolumn<,

iny misses ob

tained with any static duration were placed at the tops of the
columns and considered as extremely long, but unquantifiable9 re
action times o
For each S, the number of misses which occurred under the
-conditions of the unlimited offset, throughout all four experimen
tal sessions, was observed,

Since the number of misses obtained

in this way represented four different sessions, it was assumed
to be representative of the mean number of occasions wherein S had
failed to react to the offset phase of the stimulus - regardless
of whatever happened following the offset (ieo, the onset of the
stimulus, which could have initiated a reaction and concealed the
fact that S' had missed the stimulus offset)o
Following the above procedures, the same number of RTs,
as S had misses with the unlimited offset condition, were separated
from the tops of the columns of BTs obtained with the remaining
four conditions of the off-on sequence0 The slower BTs obtained
in this manner were considered to be RTs most likely.instigated by
the onset of the stimulus in the off-on sequence of stimulation0
These RTs constituted the Onset-Fo1lowing-An-Qffset (OFAO) RTs,
as defined aboveo
The faster BTs remaining in eaeh Of the five columns for
each subject constituted the corrected off-on category of BTs,

‘

'

.

'■

■

also defined above 6
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The on-off RTs obtained for eaeh S were-not dichotomized
because there were no misses obtained for any presentation of the
stimulus in this sequences, and therefore no basis for assuming any
differential modes of responding during this sequence of stimula
tion© .

V-
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mean reaction times and standard deviations obtained

for each subject with the five static durations in the on-off and
the corrected off-on sequences of stimulation are given in Section
1 of fable la

The column labled l,no 0 of misses" shows the number

of times Ss failed to react to the unlimited offset and is the
number of RTs (including misses) separated from the tops of the
columns of RTs obtained for each S with each of the remaining four
conditionso
Figure 2A presents the mean reaction times obtained for
each subject for each static duration with the on-off data*

The

plus (4-) symbol on the abscissa designates the unlimited onset
condition*

Inspection of Fig* 2A indicates that while there is some

consistency between Ss with the JG and 6@ msec* static duratibns,
in the form

of a slight decrease in the RTs with the 6© msec*

static durations

the bestdescription of the effects

of static

duration, as used in the on-off sequence of stimulation, appears
to be that the RT is unaffected by the changes in duration of the
interval separating the, onset and offset phases*
Pig* 2B presents the mean RTs obtained with each B for
each static duration with the corrected off-on data*

There is an

TABLE I
Summary of results

Static
Duration:
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Section 1
Sequence of stimulation
,Corrected
ON-OFF
OFF-ON
60 120 2^-0 +* 1 io 60 120 2^-0

Subjects
BF
mean: 225 218 217 2l4 213
s.d.: 66 59 42 43 51

Section 2
o <u Onset-following-anto
• to offset (OFAO) data
O -H
c e 10 60 120 2^-0

<H 01

231 234 257 263 257
58 44 28 98 67

5

431 376
401 316

4ll 540 m e a n
291 300 :cor, mn**

GS

mean: 225 223 234 236 230
s.d.: 32 33 47 55 49

252 238 253 254 2 50
49 31 48 16 52

6

528 331
498 271

40 5 543 m e a n
285 303 :cor. mn.

TG

mean: 234 231 230 236 235
s.d.: 34 31 36 39 34

247 236 248 261 276 12
37 54 37 45 68

429 417
399 357

431 527 m e a n
311 287 :cor. mn.

S.d.:

mean: 249 248 248 248 244
35
43 34 38 36

254 248 259 254 281 14
36 28 48 42 90

371 398
341 338

422 511 m e a n
302 271 :cor. mn.

mean: 219 216 231 216 226
63 4l 69 38 66

213 217 239 275 252 27
35 25 45 32 110

302 330
272 270

352 512 m e a n
232 272 :cor. mn.

239 235 251 261 263 64
17 11 8
9
14

Combined:
412 370 4o4 527 m e a n
382 310 284 287 :cor. mn.

LK
TS

s.d.:

Combined
mean:
s.d.:

230 227 232 230 230
12 13 11 15 11

* The "plus" (+) sign indicates the 'unlimited' durations.
s'*The abbreviation stands for corrected m e a n , see text for explanation of the
correction procedure.
V)
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Figure 2. As Kean reaction times for each sub
ject for each static duration in the CK-CFF
sequence of stimulation.
B ; Kean corrected OFP.-GN reaction
times for each subject for each static duration.

indication of a progressive increase in RTs as the static dura
tion increaseso

Alsos for 5.8a,.there is a slight increase in

the RTs for the 5© msec a static duration^ as compared to the RTs
for the 6© msee 0 static duratioho

.

,

The combined subject means for the on=off and the corrected
off-on data are presented in Fig <.

(These are, respectively,

the bottom and the next -to -the-b ott om curves in Fig o 5) °
The means for all Ss, for both the on-off and the corrected
off-on data were analysed in a static duration x sequence of stim
ulation x subjects design0 The results of this analysis are given
in Table U p

As indicated, there is a significant difference be-

'tween the RTs for the dn-off and the corrected off-on datao

Exam

ination of Figo 5 indicates that the RTs for the corrected off-on
data are, for all static durations, longer than the corresponding
on-off RTs, with the largest difference (55 mseco) being between
the unlimited offset and the unlimited onseto
The significant interaction between static duration and
sequence of stimulation indicates that the effects of increasing
(or decreasing) static duration are not independent of the se
quence of stimulation usedo

The on-off (bottom) curve in Figo 5

reveals very little, and no consistent, static duration effectso
On the other hand, the corrected off-on (next-to-the-bottom) curve
in Figo 5 shows a definite increase in RTs as the static duration
increasese

It seems safe to conclude that the significant static

duration effect has meaning only in reference to the corrected
off-on datap . This being the case, the meaning of static duration

500-

460—

•

a

OF AO

a' corrected' OFAO

p ‘corrected OFF -ON
D O N - OFF

<

300x—

x — ■—
o

260-

I—

°

220

-

%

T
30 6 0
120
240
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Fig. 3.
The c o m b i n e d m e a n r e a c t i o n t i m e s for
five subjects for each of the four c a t e g o r i e s
of r e a c t i o n times p l o t t e d against the d u r a t i o n
of the "static" p h a s e of s t i m u l a t i o n (on the
abscissa).
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TABLE II
S u m m a r y of the static d u r a t i o n x s e q u e n c e
of s t i m u l a t i o n x subjects a n a l y s i s of
variance.
./■

SOURCE

S H U OF
SQUARES

df

KEAN
SQUA R E

Static
duration

(A)

1848

4

462

Se q u e n c e
of sti m 
ulation

(B)

5060

1

5060

Subjects

(S)

3313

4

828

4

372

A x B

i486

A x S

943

16 .

58

B x S

485

4

121

A x B x S

TotalX

-

1418

16

14555

49

.

88

F

P

7.96

< .001

41.81

< .005

4.22

< .0 2 5

,

.
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. should be reiteratedo
In the en-off:sequences, the statie duratien refers te the
interval during which the stimulus rests statically upon the skin
between the dynamic onset and offset phases of stimulatione

The

present results indicate that increasing or decreasing the dura
tion of this statical interval within the range of from JO msec«
to an unlimited duration produces no consistent differences in RTs 0
In the off-on sequence of stimulation^ the static duration
refers to the interval, between the offset and the subsequent on
set of the stimuluss during which the stimulus is off the skino
The results obtained with the corrected off-on data indicate that
as the interval between the dynamic offset and subsequent onset
phases is decreased, from am unlimited duration to 6© mseco, 8$s
decreaseo

With the duration of this interval reduced to JO mseco,

there is a slight, but insignificantp increase in RTo

These re

sults suggest that summation of the effects of the offset and on
set phases may occur as the interval separating these two phases
is decreased o

.

-'

Section 2 of Table I presents the mean OFAO RTs obtained
for each limited static duration used in the ©ff-on sequence*

(As

a reminder, the OFAO RTs are assumed to have been instigated pri
marily by the onset in the original off-on sequence of stimulation that is, these are RTs presumably instigated by the Onset which
Followed An Offset - OFA©o)

Included also in this section, are

the corrected OFAO RTs for each subject0 The corrected OFAO RTs
were obtained by subtracting the static duration from each S ’s

corresponding OFAO HT'o

*
The individual subject means were combined

and means for these combined means were computed„

The top curve in

Figo 5 presents these combined; OFAO RTs for each limited static
durationo

It should be re-stated that, in this case, the static

duration refers to the interval of time separating the onset of
the stimulus from the preceding offset of the stimulus, and through
out this period of separation there is no stimulus on the skin0
The OFAO (top) curve in Figo 5 indicates the nature of the
ET to an onset when this onset is separated from a preceding offset
by different intervals of time»

Theoretically, all the points in

the OFAO curve should lie on a straight line <, This is so because
in this situation the reaction time counter started with the off
set of the stimulus and was stopped by,S1s responseo

If S missed

the offset and then reacted to the onset of the stimulus, his BT
would automatically include the duration of the interval separating
the offset from the subsequent onseto

Therefore, assuming S's BT',

to the onset of the stimulus to be more or less constant, then the
only differences between the ©FAO RTs would be due to the increases
in static durations0 Since there is a linear increase in static
durations, then, in the absence of any other effects, there should
be a linear increase in OFAO RTs*

The OFAO (top) curve in Figo 5

shows a fairly good linear increase for the 60, 120, and 240 msee 0
static durations<, Hewever, it is obvious that there is a sharp
departure from linearity with the. $0 msec, static durationo
To demonstrate the nature and degree of departure from
linearity in the OFAO curve, it is only necessary to correct the
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OFAO curve by subtracting each static duration from its correspond
ing OFAO RTo

If there were no differences (departures from line

arity) then all ©f the corrected OFAO RTs should fall on a straight
line of zero slopes

The corrected OFAO curve in Figo 5 indicates

that for the longer (120 and 24© mseco) static durations9 the RTs
do not deviate from this predictions

However9 there is a departure

from linearity for the ITs obtained with the 6© and $0 msec* stat
ic durationso

Generallyy this deviation in the corrected ©FAO

curve is in the direction of increased RTs as the static duration
is decreased below 120 msece

Stated otherwise, the corrected

OFAO (seeend-from-the-tep) curve in Figo $ indicates that the RT
to the onset, in an offset-onset sequence, decreases as the dura”
tion of the interval which separates the offset from the subse
quent onset increases to some critical duration, beyond this
critical duration RTs me longer decrease but, rather, become' con
stant o

In the present study, this critical duration is about

120 msec 0

. ', '

■/

■V "
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To indicate the general validity of the foregoing state
ments, the dotted lime in Figo

is presentedo

The points for this

line were computed in exactly the same manner as those forming the
OFAO (top) curve in Figo 5, except they were ,computed, from each
S's on-off datao

This line indicates that the corrected OFAO RTs

for 120 and 240 mseco are at the same general level as the on-off
RTS, when the latter are based upon comparable portions of the RT
distributions (i©o, the tops of the distributions)<, It also
indicates the shape of the line which would be expected with cor-

■
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reeted OFAO Rfs in the absence of static duration effectso
It is suggested that the results obtained with the correeted off=-en data and the corrected OFAd data present graphic
confirmation of the assertion that there were two different modes
of reacting to the off-on sequence of stimulationo

This is evident

from the fact that the curves for these data diverge in opposite
directions as the static duration is decreasedo

These findings»

with regard to the total effects if the umdiehetomiaed off-on
sequence of stimulation on RTj, suggest that sometimes5, as the
static duration was decreased, summation of the offset and onset
phases occurred and produced relatively fast RTsj and yetj, at other
time 85 the offset phase failed to stimulate, and Ss reacted only
to the subsequent onset phase, thus leading in these instances to
the artifact that RTs increased as the static duration was in
creased o

Some implications of these divergent results are dis

cussed be lowo

BXSGUSSIOM

The bimodal responding observed during the off-on sequence
iaafces hasardeus any direct comparison of the data obtained with
each sequences as was originally planned0

Therefore^ each sequenee

will be discussed separately^
The finding of no differences between the BSs obtained with
the five durations of the static phase', in the oa-eff sequences is
consistent with what would be expected on the basis of the Quanti^
tative Theory of feeling as proposed by Kenshalo and Safe (1962)®
These findings are also consistent with Fess^rd*s (1929) threshold
studies, and with those of Lele et al® (195^)» who reported no
differences in Bis which could be directly attributed to the dura
tion o f the stimuluso

-

The differences in ^ s obtained with the. unlimited offset
and the unlimited onset conditions, are contrary to Woodrow8s
(I9I5 ) study wherein he reported no differences between 11beginniag"-(onset) and ^cessation” (offset} BTso

These differences are,

however, consistent with the findings of several other investiga
tors®

©rindley (1956a) measured the differential threshold for

pressure as a function of the rate at which pressure was increased
or decreased®

The,
•differential threshold refers to the least

change in an ongoing stimulation which is recognized ^0% of the
time as a difference in stimulation®

Using standard pressures of

from 200 to 750 grams, applied to an area of 1 ®8 cm® on the back

of the hands Brindley found the differential threshold for a de
crease in pressure to be greater than that for an increase at a
similar speed (ego 50% greater)o

Viewing increases or decreases

in terms of skin movements this would indicate that Ijr times as
much tissue movement was required for a decrease in pressure to be
•reported,, than for an increases with the rate of change (skin
movement ?))being the same in both instanceso
Woodworth (1958s p» 451)}reports a study by Chiba in
1925 ih which he measured the reaction time to an increase or de
crease in pressureo
a voice

With a standard weight of 25 grams9 he found

of 682 msec® (Aeam for four Ss) for an increase in

pressure

equal to one-fifth the weight of the standard®

For a

decrease

in pressure of a.similar amount9the Rf was 955 msec®

Ih

general9 for standard weights of ^0g 100j,and 200 grams, the Sf
to a decrease in pressure was always longer than that for an in
crease of a similar amount®
In 19299 Fessard found tMht the location of the stimu
lated skin produced differences in the efficiency of onset versus
offset stimulation (as measured in terms of the absolute thresh
old for displacement of tissue)®

On the third phalange of the

third, finger of the right hand, onsets had lower thresholds
than offsets when stimulation was near the fingernail? but in the
central region of this phalange (the region used in the present
study) the offset thresholds were lower than those of the onset?
a finding which is inconsistent with the results of the present
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One further observation concerning offset and onset stim
ulation of the skin comes from Woodrow (193-5)<>

He found a uni

form difference of approximately JO asee> between offset and onset
Bis when these were instigated by electrical stimuli<= ,
Ihe point of the foregoing discussion is that there is
■
■
.
'
,
. '
!
still ah unresolved problem concerning the offset and onset stim
ulation of the skino

If differential rates of movement are the

key to understanding these differencess as would be expected on
the basis of the Quantitative Theory of feeling (Kenshalo and
Haf©» 1962)s> then such differential rates of movement should be
investigated in relation to some measure relevant to sensation*
It seems reasonable to regard the stimuluss in the offset eonditi©ms as movement of the skin tissues themselves*

Ihe visco

elastic properties of the skin produce the recovery movement 0
This being the case, it is important to understand the nature of
the recovery movement of the skin*

For instances in the present

study9 those Bis which were designated as reactions to the onset
of the stimulus following a preceding offset, (ie =5, OFAO Bis),
indicated that the BT is increased as the interval separating the
two dynamic phases was decreased0

In terms of the recovery move

ment of the akin# this Increase could be explained as follows0
In the case where there were only JO msec* separating the
offset from the subsequent onsets the skin might not have recovered
much of its original contour before the occurrence of the onset*
Thus the onset would not have moved so much tissue nor so great a
distance or rates as it would have when 120 msec* separated these

two phases0

this would result in a situatieia similar to deereas=>

lag the amplitude of deformatiozu
Why Ss sometimes readied only to the onset of the stimulus
in the off-on sequenee is unknowno

Slight changes in finger posi

tion, the concurrence of the stimulus with pulse beats, momentary
shifts in attention, etco, may have produced, these results„ fhe
fact that Ss sometimes missed the offset indicates that the offset
stimulation was near thresholdo

Whatever causes threshold shifts

may account for the observation of onset-following-an=©ffeet HTs0
fhe most obvious explanation of the decrease in the correct
ed off-on data, as the interval separating the offset-onset phases
was decreased, is that summation of the effects of these two
phases may have occurredb

Thus, whenever the offset was supra

liminal, and the onset occurred rapidly, the total amount of
supraliminal movement could have been increased, and produced the
decrease in RTso
This implies of course that if the onset followed suffi
ciently close upon the offset, the total amount of supraliminal
movement should, at some point, be reduced«

Thus we. should ob

serve that RTs first decrease, and then increase with reductions
in the duration of the interval between the offset and onset
phases«

There is a slight hint of this sort of occurrence be

tween the corrected off-on RTs obtained with the JO and 6q msec o
intervalso

Perhaps this trend would have developed further if

intervals below 50 mseCb had been possibleo
Since the off-oh data were confounded by two different

4)
modes of reaetioti, the results,reported herein myst he eomsidered
with some reaerve®

Generally, these results may be regarded as

indicative of the meed for a better understanding of the recovery
movements of the skin®

What is the rate of this recovery?

Does

it vary as a function of area and/or amplitude of deformation?
What is' the effect of prolonged, or repeated (eg®, vibratory)
stimulation on the capacity of the skin to recover its contour?
If, as is proposed by Kenshalo and Kafe (1962),- rate of
movement is the adequate stimulus for touch sensations, then the
recovery movement produced by the skin tissues may be regarded
as a stimulus parameter demanding precise description and quanti
fication®

Reaetioa times (BTs) were obtaiaed for two sefuenees of
meohaaieal eutaaeous stimalatioao

la oae seqaeaGeg called the on=

off sequences the stimulus was applied to the skin# allowed to
remain uamoving on the skin for durations of from $0 msec <> to an
B'umlimited" duration, which was a duration which persisted until
Ss responded, and then removed o

In the second sequence, the stim

ulus was first allowed to rest uamoving on Sfs skin, then the
stimulus was removed from the skin, left off for durations equal
to those of the preceding sequence, and was then replaced on the
skin®

This was called the off-on sequence®
The results indicated thaig

(!) for the rates of onset and

removal used herein, onset RTs are faster than offset RTS by
approximately 55 ms®c ®l

,

(2) increasing the duration ©f the static

phase of mechanical cutaneous stimulation produced no differen
tial effects on RTs in the on-off sequence®

(5) the off-on data

were confounded by two different modes of reactions

sometimes

Ss reacted to the offset, or a combination of the offset and the
onset when the briefer durations were used, and sometimes they
missed the offset and reacted solely to the subsequent onset0
the former situation, increasing the duration of the interval
separating the offset from the subsequent onset increased RTs 0
In the latter ease, increasing the interval between the offset
. ■
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aild the onset increased the probability that reaction to the onset
would occur and also produced decreased RTs0
These results were interpreted In terms of the Quantita
tive Theory of feeling as proposed by Kenshalo and Mafe (1962)0
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